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Torpedo TBS-20 The TBS-20 was an American experimental carrier-launched torpedo developed in
World War II by the United States Navy Bureau of Ordnance. Design The TBS-20 was a large, singlestage torpedo made of light aluminium and with an Ostrich egg type control section. The firing
mechanism was primitive. To launch, the TBS-20 was filled with torpedoes and fitted with its own
steering device that could be attached to the F/O port of a fighter bomber, the same type of aircraft
used to fly the TBS-20 to the target. The aircraft then released the TBS-20 into the sea, which would
then proceed to the target independently, uncoupled from the aircraft. Although the TBS-20 was
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never used in combat, in the early 1940s the United States Navy tested the device in prototype form
against merchant shipping at the request of the Navy Bureau of Ordnance. See also BO-20 BKW
M-84 RIM-8 Talbot T-21 torpedo T-1 TSM-1 Notes References Category:Torpedoes of the United
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02:48:06 PM. AerosoftCrackerV2.exel.Lucknow: Day after day, Uttar Pradesh chief minister
Adityanath’s name is being linked with several educationist, social activists and rebels from India’s
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes who are taking on the system to achieve their goals. The CM,
on his part, has been saying that he does not see a single fault in the system. “We will work for
every child on ground," he had said. Now, former Patna University vice-chancellor and NDA leader
Ramakant Dwariya has claimed that Adityanath was aware of his future plan to get arrested to
oppose the system. When asked why the CM wasn’t taking action against the'rebels', he said,
“Adityanath knows everything, and that is why he is allowing the process to take place.” He claimed
that his agitation was nothing but a part of his learning programme. Dwariya had taken up a post at
Bihar University, Patna in 2015. “I wanted to gather some data about university administration and
one of my assistants and close friend Rajput was selected as the data collector for
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